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CYBER ATTACKS AND THE GOVERNOR ROLE  
Technology has the potential to have a transformative impact on the NHS. Think of portable x-ray machines and 
blood testing kits that can provide a greater level of diagnostics out of hospital. Powerful applications are allowing 
healthcare professionals and laypersons trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) to respond to out-of-hospital 
emergency situations. Electronic records for health and care are also now widely used. New technologies bring 
opportunities for the NHS but trust boards must also balance this with ensuring that health and social care systems 
and information are protected.   
 
Whilst the NHS was not particularly targeted in the recent incident it led to severe disruption of services for several 
days with networks and email shut down as a precaution. The "WannaCry" ransomware attack exploited a known 
vulnerability in out of date Windows operating systems discovered by the National Security Agency and leaked by 
hackers, to spread rapidly across networks locking away files. It affected more than 200,000 organisations in 150 
countries. In the UK, the major assault hit 47 NHS trusts, forcing them to shut down their entire IT systems, 
operations being cancelled and patients turned away from A&E. Seven trusts experienced “severe” difficulties as a 
result of the attack. The attack also affected leading edge companies including FedEx, Telefonica, Nissan and 
Deutsche Bahn. 
 
 

RANSOMWARE EXPLAINED 
Ransomware is a cyber attack that involves hackers taking control of a computer system and blocking access to it 
until a ransom is paid. For cyber criminals to gain access to the system they need to download a type of malicious 
software onto a device within the network. This is often sent in ‘phishing’ emails, fake adverts or links which 
masquerade as something innocent and trick users into downloading the virus on to their computer. Once the 
software is on a person’s computer the hackers can launch an attack that locks all files it can find within a network. 
This tends to be a gradual process with files being encrypted one after another. Cyber criminals often demand 
payment in return for unlocking the files. This is normally in the form of bitcoin, a digital currency popular amongst 
cybercriminals because it is decentralised, unregulated and practically impossible to trace.  A joint report from the 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and the National Crime Agency (NCA) says the rise of internet-connected 
devices gives more opportunity to deploy increasingly ‘aggressive’ cyberattacks.   
 
Wanna Decryptor, also known as WannaCry or wcry, is a specific ransomware program that locks all the data on a 
computer system and leaves the user with only two files: instructions on what to do next and the Wanna Decryptor 
program itself.  When the software is opened it tells computer users that their files have been encryted, and gives 
them a few days to pay up, warning that their files will otherwise be deleted. It demands payment in Bitcoin, gives 
instructions on how to buy it, and provides a Bitcoin address to send it to. 
 
When the WannaCry program infects a new computer it contacts the web address. It is programmed to terminate 
itself if it manages to get through. When a 22-year-old researcher bought the domain the ransomware could 
connect and was therefore stopped.  
 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/12/nhs-hit-major-ransomeware-cyberattack/
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A ROLE FOR GOVERNORS? 
The Information Technology strategy and management of cyber security issues lies with the trust board. Clearly as 
47 trusts across England were affected by the recent attack, trust boards will need to work out what has happened, 
and learn from this event. 
 
Behind all technologies are people. Robust cyber security does not involve just IT professionals and good 
technological solutions, but trusts also need each member of staff and volunteers to take sensible action to keep 
information safe. When you combine strong processes with great technology and engaged staff that is a strong 
defence. 
 
What governors can also do is challenge their board to be prepared to give a robust and honest account of the ways 
systems, processes and information are being protected. Some example questions are below:  
 

• How are NEDs assured of our trusts ability to detect and respond to a cyber attack? 

• How has the board assessed what is important to us digitally and what we need to protect? 

• Why are NEDs confident that we have up to date antivirus program to find and delete any ransomware? 

• How is the board able to spot things occurring? 

• Are we confident that we can isolate documents to minimise damage?  

• Are we confident that we have all files backed up in a completely separate system so if the trust suffers an attack 
we won't have lost any information to the hackers? 

• What evidence do we have that the boards contingency plan of action is robust if we run into difficulty?  

• Will our restore plans allow a reset of the operating system to a time before it was attacked?  

• How are NEDs confident that we are doing all we can to raise awareness of cyber attacks and avoid busy staff 
opening unknown email attachments or clicking on links in spam emails? 

• How do we know our security software is up-to-date? 

• Are NEDs assured that we are backing-up data in multiple locations, including offline?  

• How are we confident that we are reducing this type of attack? 

• How are NEDs assured that we are doing all we can to build and maintain staff and volunteer trust in our digital 
technology, when it is affected by these attacks? 

• How are we working with neighbouring trusts to ensure we are consistent in our approach and learning from 
others?  

• To what extent are the board following best practice guides e.g. National Cyber Security Centre guidance 
provides organisations with information about how to protect themselves from ransomware attacks 

 
Mitigating the risk of a future cyber attack relies on all trust staff and volunteers following routine security advice 
such as being vigilant in relation to email and not open any links or downloading attachments in emails from 
unfamiliar or possibly suspicious sources. Investment in IT must be prioritised and all trusts need robust local and 
national contingency plans that safeguard patient care. In the aftermath of the largest cyber incident in the NHS’ 
digital history trust boards must think pro-actively about how to protect themselves from ransomware. 


